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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract

In today’s ubiquitously connected society, citizens are continuously exposed to information energy usage-
related. information However, users are not interpreting or taking appropriate action to benefit from the
opportunities such information embodies. This concern is particularly relevant when time-dependent and especially
real-time pricing of electricity is available. A parallel problem resides in businesses not transferring energy pricing
variations onto their customers, in a way that shields them from effectively contributing to demand response. Under
such a scenario, for businesses to remain competitive, different levels of services could be offered, according to the
time of day at which energy consumption takes place.

This paper is grounded on the assumption that energy consumers require assistance for making appropriate
energy usage choices in the ever-complex evolving energy market, especially in consuming services and products
that optimize overall energy use. A tentative architecture for a community-wide collaborative energy optimization
platform is presented, aimed at engaging citizens, business owners, and city authorities into exploring alternative
efficient behaviour scenarios. This work also reviews and discusses how developments in fields of cloud-based data
acquisition, energy management, and ICT-based engagement platforms can be integrated to realize this vision.
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1. Introduction

In the contemporary and ubiquitously connected society, citizens are exposed to a great deal of information on a
continual basis. Evidence suggests, however, that the amount of data that a person can effectively process to act
upon is inherently limited. Energy consumption data, for instance, is today made available to customers through
varied interfaces. Yet, in practice, the average person does not interpret or take appropriate action to benefit from
this information. This is due to, among other factors, (i) a lack of awareness of the energy footprint, (ii) a disregard
for the benefit, and (iii) the impression that taking action requires such willpower, that it becomes a daunting feat –
especially in the described context of information overload and decision fatigue.

The problem described above becomes particularly evident/relevant in scenarios of real-time pricing (RTP) i.e.
when the price of electricity varies dynamically according to the time of day. This scenario creates substantial
opportunities to save, but require a level of end-user engagement, which is often inexistent. Literature shows that,
currently, there is no practical means to enrol customers into changing their behaviour according to energy price
variations. Conceivably, to optimize energy use, citizens should have appropriate ways for choosing a best time (and
place) to use energy.

From the grid operator and electric suppliers’ standpoints, demand response is a chief mechanism to elicit
customer behaviour change [1]. Without consumer participation, the stimuli on the demand side that would trigger
the trickle-down effect to better distribute loads is not taking place. On a more holistic setting, this bears system-
wide concerns as it hampers the transition to more sustainable energy systems through the introduction of more
efficient, and less costly, use of generation assets, as well as through the reduction of the strain on the power system.

In an urban environment, not only the energy utilities but also decision-makers (e.g. city authorities) have great
interest in leveraging citizens’ engagement in demand-response, which could foster a more rational use of energy at
the city level. Besides individual citizens, businesses also do not engage in demand response participation. Not only
they do not participate, but, overall, businesses do not pass energy usage pricing or constraints on to their customers,
therefore shielding them from contributing to demand response. As RTP matures, it is to expect that price variations
will be such that, to remain competitive, businesses must transfer these variations to customers. Under such scenario,
different levels of service could be offered, according to the time of day at which the consumption takes place.
However, again, this means transferring further decision-making responsibility to the citizen, which may hinder
participation.

This paper deals with this problematic, and is grounded on the assumption that citizens, being energy consumers,
will require assistance for making energy-aware service consumption choices in face on an ever-complex evolving
energy market and increasing information overload.

We champion a specialized digital recommender ICT solution that takes advantage of the users’ mobile devices to
determine the geographical location and to seamlessly assist citizens in selecting the services that better serve their
needs taking into account complex energy choices. Still, it is reasonable to assume that the deviation from usual
habits and routines may naturally face resistance from citizens, even when a fit technological solution is at hand. For
this reason, additional steps need to be taken to achieve a persistent level of engagement and for the expected
behaviour changes to produce noticeable effects. The key to tackle these issues may lie in building a participatory
environment that takes advantage of traditional group dynamics to facilitate decision-making. In this setting, utilities,
city authorities, business owners, and citizens cooperate and influence each other, by promoting pro-activeness, and
sharing good practices, towards the ultimate goal of improving energy efficiency via successfully adopted
behavioural changes.

To achieve this level of engagement, the envisioned ICT solution must provide tools that (i) increase citizens’
awareness on their energy consumption footprint, based on their usage patterns; (ii) provide support and advice to
the citizens’ decisions on the behavioural changes they should adopt, by simulating alternative daily activity
scenarios; (iii) combining citizens’ acquired knowledge synergistically with input of businesses and city authorities
to optimize energy use; and (iv) giving business owners, city authorities and utilities adequate planning tools to
analyze and predict energy usage distribution based on the consumers’ past energy usage patterns.

This paper lays down a tentative architecture for this solution, and discusses the state of the art in urban
computing and in computation-backed engagement techniques. Both are emerging areas in ICT, which, if brought
together may pave the way for unprecedented developments in large-scale participatory energy use optimization.
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